Application Administrator
Nr ref. AA/ADS/PR

This is an excellent opportunity for those who are looking for the challenging and stimulating career in IT area and want to be sure that they will:

- work in a prestigious company with a strong focus on new technologies
- have a chance to challenge themselves developing IT systems
- work on international projects with a chance to travel
- work in a friendly working environment

Join Service Delivery Team of AXA DIRECT SOLUTIONS which provides new IT solutions for other AXA companies selling car insurance in direct system in Europe. We provide development and management of IT systems supporting various Insurance business processes.

Perfect candidate:
- is ambitious and motivated to work in a fast-paced environment
- is quality–focused
- has good organizational and problem solving skills
- has excellent interpersonal skills

Key responsibilities will include the following:
- implementation of new features in existing software solutions
- building monitoring and reporting tools by testing application backup restore and analyzing application logs
- managing server software updates (security updates and standard application upgrades)
- providing high productivity of application servers by server and configuration tuning based on regular performance and capability analysis
- troubleshooting and analyzing issues in production environment
- conducting efficiency and load tests
- building and management ITIL processes (incident, change, security)

Main requirements:
- Master of Science in IT
- 1 year of experience in IT systems administration
- Experience in Windows, IIS servers management
- Knowledge of at least one programming language: Visual Basic, Power Shell, .NET, Java
- Knowledge of MSSQL Server, Oracle
- Knowledge of SQL language
- Knowledge of web technologies
- Very good English to be able to work in an international environment

Suitable candidates should forward their CV’s and cover letters in English immediately for consideration with the reference number at:

rekrutacja@axadirect-solutions.pl

AXA DIRECT SOLUTIONS is ready to hire disabled candidates meeting recruiting requirements.

We kindly ask you to include in the CV the following clause: „I agree for processing my personal data and putting them into a database of AXA DIRECT SOLUTIONS in order to participate in a recruiting process, in accordance with the provisions of the Act about the Permal Details Protection dated 29.08.1997 (Dz.U. z 2002 r. Nr 101, poz. 926 z póź. Zm).

Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted for the selection process.